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Abstract 
Stochastic nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations with white noise disturbances are 
studied in the countably additive measure set up. Introducing the Onsager-Machlup function 
to the system model, the smoothing problem for maximizing the modified likelihood functional 
is solved and the explicit form of nonlinear smoother is presented in the finitely additive 
observation noise set up. 
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1. Introduction 
Smoothing problem for stochastic elliptic partial differential equations has been 
studied by Bensoussan (1969), in which smoothing equations were first derived for the 
case where both the state and observation oises have nuclear covariance operators. 
For extending these results to the white noise disturbances, a certain functional was 
introduced and then smoothing equations were derived by maximizing the introduced 
cost. Recently, in a probabilistic framework, we formulated the smoothing problem 
with white noise disturbances and parameter identification problem in the sense of 
maximum likelihood estimate was studied in Bagchi and Aihara (1988). However, 
there is no apparent difference between the forms of smoothing equations derived in 
Bensoussan (1969) and Bagchi and Aihara (1988), because the problem considered is
linear and Gaussian. 
In this paper, we consider a class of nonlinear problems where the system is 
modeled by a nonlinear elliptic equation with white noise disturbance and the 
observation mechanism is linear with the finitely additive white noise as defined in 
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Kallianpur and Karandikar (1988). After formulating the stochastic nonlinear sys- 
tems, we easily obtain the so-called Kallianpur-Striebel formula for the finitely 
additive measure set up. However, in the nonlinear problem it is almost impossible to 
derive the explicit form of the optimal smoother of the nonlinear boundary systems. 
The main idea of this paper is to use the Onsager-Machlup function corresponding to
the system model considered here. Roughly speaking, from the Onsager-Machlup 
function we can evaluate the most probable deterministic path to the considered 
stochastic system state. The rigorous treatment of this function is found in Ikeda and 
Watanabe (1981) for the Ito equations and the related a posteriori estimation problem 
is studied by Zeitouni and Dembo (1987). For the stochastic nonlinear elliptic systems 
studied here, we use the measure transformation technique in Kuo (1971) to derive the 
related Onsager-Machlup function. This Onsager-Machlup function gives us the 
modified likelihood functional. In this paper, maximizing this modified likelihood 
functional, the optimal smoother will be derived. It should be noted that this 
optimization problem is converted into the deterministic optimal control problem as 
studied in Lions (1969), because the observation oise is formulated as a finitely 
additive white noise. Finally, from the necessary conditions of the converted optimal 
control problem, the explicit form of the optimal smoother can be derived. 
2. Nonlinear boundary value processes with white noise inputs 
2.1 Motivational example 
In order to make our idea clear, first we consider a simple example in the 
one-dimensional case: 
d2u(x)  
- a-~Y-x2 +f(u(x))  = n(x) in G = ]0, 1[, 
~'e = 
u(0)  = u(1)  = 0, 
where n is a Gaussian white noise in (H- I(G), 8,/~). Here/~ is the countably additive 
canonical Gauss measure on H 1 (G) and n is the identity map on ( H - 1 (G), 8,/~). For 
details ee Bagchi and Aihara (1988). Assume that a is a positive constant and denote 
(Ack,,ck2)= fja~--~-~dx, V~t,c~aEH~(G). (2.1) 
We assume that f ~ CI(R 1) and 
(f(q~) --f(q~2), ~bl - ~b2) -> 0, 'q$l, q92 ~ LZ(G) (2.2) 
and where ( . , . )  denotes the inner product in L2(G). 
In this example, the key property is that the injection from H~(G) into L2(G) 
is Hilbert-Schmidt, i.e., the white noise n is defined in the countably additive 
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measure set up in H- I (G).  The precise form of Se is given by 
Zs: {(Au,4)>+(f(u),4))=(n, 4)), V~beH~(G), 
where ( .,. > denotes the duality between Hao(G) and H I(G). 
Theorem 2.1. There exists a unique solution u of S~ such that 
u e L2(p; H~(G)), (2.3) 
where L2(p ;X)= {q~l~lqS[~ dp}. 
Proof. Following the method proposed by Lions (1969), we can easily prove this 
theorem. The finite dimensional approximation of S~ becomes 
(Amum,$) + (Hmf(um),(a) =(Hmn,(a), V(~ e H~(G), (2.4) 
where, with e~ denoting orthonormal basis in L2(G) with values in H~(G), 
H m= ~ ei(ei,'), 17 m= ~ ei(el," ) (2.5) 
i=1 i=1 
and 
A m= ~, (A(.),ei>e,. 
i=1 
Choosing ~b as u" in (2.4), we have 
( Aum, um>+ (f(um),u m) = <n,u">. 
It follows from (2.2) that 
(f(u m) - f (O) ,  u m) _> 0. 
Hence, 
a[u" 2t no(G1 < (f(0), u') + <n,u m > 
m2 < (f(O),u m) + ~lu [n~o~G) + C(e)lnl~ ,¢a~ 
i.e., 
a m 2 2 
~l  u [H~(G) --< ( f (0 ) ,  urn) + C(a/2)ln[H ,~. 
Noting that 
[f(0)[ _< const. 
and using the Poincar6 inequality, we have 
m2 2 lu [n~,~a~ < const.(1 + [nln ,~). 
It follows from E{[ 2 nln ,} < ~ that 
m 2 E{lu [n~} -< const, independent of m. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
for e > 0, SC(~) > 0, (2.9) 
(2.10) 
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This implies that 
um' ~ u weakly in Lz(I~,H~(G)) 
and 
(2.11) 
we get 
0< - E{(Au ,  u)} + E{(n ,u )}  - E{(f(49),u)} - E{(J~49)} + E{f(49),49)}. 
(2.17) 
On the other hand, setting 49 = u in (2.1 3), we have 
E{ ( Au, u> } + E{(j~ u)} = E{ (n,u> }. (2.18) 
Hence 
0 < E{(J~ u)} - E{(f(49), u)} - E{(J~ q~)} + E{(f(49), 49)} 
= E{( f - f (49) ,u  - ~b)}, V~beL2(#; LZ(G)). (2.19) 
Choosing u +/~49,/~ > 0, for 49 and with 49 e LZ(kt; LZ(G)), we have 
0 <_ E{( f - f (u  +/~49),/349)}. (2.20) 
Hence, dividing (2.20) by/~ and taking limit as/~ ~ 0, we obtain 
0 < E{( f - f (u ) , ck )} ,  V49•L2(I~;LZ(G)), (2.21) 
implying that f=f (u ) .  
The uniqueness property can easily be proved by applying the monotone property 
off.  [] 
f (u" ' )  -of(some function) weakly in L2(/a; L2(G)). (2.12) 
Taking a limit as m' ~ oo in (2.4), we obtain 
(Au, 49) + ( f49)= (n, 49), V49EH~(G). (2.13) 
The remaining problem is to show that f=f (u ) .  To do this, we use the method of 
monotone (Lions, 1969). From (2.2), we have for 4) • LZ(#; L:(G)) 
0 < ( f (u  m) - f (49),  u m - 49) 
= (f(um), um) -- (f(49), Um) -- (f(um), 4)) + (f(49), 49). (2.14) 
Substituting (2.7) into (2.14), it follows that 
0 < - (Au ' ,u"> + (n,u"> - (f(49),u m) - (f(u"),49) + (f(49), 49). (2.15) 
Noting that 
l iminfE{ ( Aum, u"> } <_ - E{ ( Au, u) }, (2.16) 
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2.2. Abstract formulation 
We consider the abstract formulation of the example 2e. Let V and H be two 
Hilbert spaces and V be dense in H. Identifying H with its dual, then 
V c H c V', (2.22) 
where V' is the dual of V. 
The linear operator A e ~(  V; V') satisfies 
(A1) al(91~<_(Aq6,(a)~fl[(al~forevery(a~V. 
where ( .,. ) denotes the duality between V and V'. 
Furthermore, we need the following assumption: 
(A2) the injection from V into H is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
From this assumption the white noise n can be defined in the countably additive 
measure set up in V' (see Bagchi and Aihara, 1988; Hida, 1980). For the nonlinear 
function f, we assume that 
(A3) ( f (qS, ) - f (~b2) ,qS, -  ~b2)_> 0 for q~,,q~2 ~ H. 
Theorem 2.2. Under (A1)-(A3), the nonlinear stochastic elliptic equation 
Z~: (Au,¢)  + (f(u),~a)= (n,~b) for every Oa V 
has a unique solution u in L2(p; V). 
The proof of this theorem is almost the same as that of Theorem 2.1 under the 
assumptions (AI)-(A3). 
Remark 2.1. For G = ]0, 1[ x]0,  1[ c ~2, it is well known that the injection from 
V = HI(G) into H = LE(G) is not Hilbert-Schmidt. This implies that Theorem 2.2 
does not cover the second-order partial differential operator case, e.g., 
?2(.)/~?x~ + 02(.)/t?x 2. For the linear case studied in Bagchi and Aihara (1988), 
assumption (A2) is not necessary. For the nonlinear case, this strong assumption 
cannot be relaxed. However, in the multidimensional case, we may be able to choose 
V and H appropriately. For example, for G = ] 0, 1 [ × ] 0, 1 [, set 
V = Hg(G) c H = LE(G) c V' = H-Z(G). 
In this case, we can show that the injection from V into H is Hilbert-Schmidt and the 
linear operator A is for example given by 
fa { t3249, ~z49 2 ~2¢, ?2(aE ~ dx 
(Aq~x'q~2) = 0x 2 t3xZ~ + 0x~- Ox~ J ,dx2, V~b,,~b2a V. 
148 
3. Nonl inear transformation of Ganssian measures 
In the assumption (A3), we add 
(A3)' f e C 2 and sup Idf(x)/dx [< const., 
XE~ I 
and 
(A4) 
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all coefficients of A are regular such that A e~(D;H)  where 
D = VlA¢ I-I}. 
Let ~ be a solution of 
(Aa,  qS) = (n,~b) for every ~b~ V. (3.1) 
From Bagchi and Aihara (1988), let v be the countably additive measure induced by 
t7 and from Theorem 2.2, we already have 
e L2(v; V). (3.2) 
Theorem 3.1. Let p and v be countably additive measures induced by u and ~, respective- 
ly. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect o v is 9iven by 
, (u )  = 7(u),  (3.3) 
where 
?(u) = exp{ - (Au , f (u ) )  - ½If(u)[ 2 + log[det( I  + A 1Df(u))]} (3.4) 
and where Df(u)  is a Frbchet derivative with respect o u. 
Proof. First we consider the finite dimensional case. Let ei be an orthonormal basis in 
H with values in D(A) and Hm= span[el,e2 . . . . .  e,,]. Define the orthonormal 
projector 11 m ~ ~(H;  Hm), 
17 m = ~ (', el)ei, (3.5a) 
i=1  
and its extension to £~'( V'; H"),  
17" = ~ ( . ,  ei) el. (3.5b) 
i - I  
From (3.1) we have 
A"O" = n m, (3.6) 
where A m = 17mA and n m = 17ran. 
For every ~b E V', [17m~b - ~b[~, ~ 0 as m ~ oo and then we have 
ti m ~ ti strongly in V and v-a.s. (3.7) 
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From the nonlinear system 2;s and (3.6), we obtain 
Amu m + Hmf(u m) = Am~ "~. (3.8) 
From (A1), A" becomes invertible and then 
u" + (Am) - a Hmf(u m) = ~i". (3.9) 
Define the following nonlinear operator Tm: 
Urn= T~(~ m) 
= (I + Km)(tTm), (3.10) 
where 
Km(~ m)= __(Am) -1nmf(u  m) = _ (A  m ) if(urn). 
For the convenience of description, we use the symbol (~ such that 
(~ = E(~b, el), (~b, e2) . . . . .  (q~, em)]' (3.1 1) 
and 
= matrix whose ijth component is (Aei,  ej). (3.12) 
From (3.9), we have 
u m + (4" ) -  I f  (U m) = U m, (3.13) 
where f (u m) = E(f(um), ea), (f(um), e2) . . . . .  ( f (u") ,  e,,)]'. 
In the sequel, we also use the symbol T"  and ~m for the corresponding operators as 
defined by (3.12). For the m-dimensional process u m, we find that its distribution is 
Gaussian such that 
v(umeB)  = f (2r t ) -m/z ldet [ ( ,~"~)- l ( .~m,) - l ] [  1/2exp{ - ½l.~mumlZ}du ~ 
ds 
For any 9 e L l (p;  ~1), we have 
f a(~m)dp,rm=fRg(f'mffm)dv,r~. . 
= fR. 9 (~ 'mf fm)(2r t ) - ' /Z ldet [Am)- l (~m*) - l ] ]  1/2 
x exp { - 11,4 m U m 12 } dum (from the Jacobi theorem) 
=fR.V(dm)(2~)-,,/21detE~m) l(,~ m,)111-1/2 
xexp[ -  ½1.4m 7" - '  u'm 12 } 
(3.14) 
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× det {(I + ( .4") -  l [ ) f (u" ) )}  du " 
= E~,~ {g(d" )exp  {½1 ~m u" l  z } - -½[ f4"~"m- 'd" ]  z } 
× det [( I  + (A ' ) - I  D f  (u ")]  }. 
From (3.10), we have 
(T ' )  -1 = I -  K in (T ' )  -~ 
Hence, (3.15) becomes 
0.15) 
(3.16) 
= E~, ; . , .{9( f f " )exp{½l~m~'(~m)- ' f f ' ,~t" f f " ) - -½lA"Km(T  ") ' ~mlZ } 
xdet  [( I  + ( .~m)-1 D( '  (u" ) ]  }. 
Noting that 
Kin(Tm) - 1 Um = K"tT" = - (A") -  i f (u ' ) ,  (3.17) 
we have (3.15) 
= E~. .{g(u" )exp(  - (H" f (u" ) ,  A"u" )  - ½ lH" f (u" ) l  2 ) 
×det [(1 + (A") 1Df (u" ) ]}  
= E~. .{g(um)exp(  - ( I Imf (u" ) ,  A~u m) - ½1llmf(um)l z ) 
+ log{det [( I  + (Am) - ID f (u" )} )} .  
Hence the Radon-Nikodym derivative 7 is given by 
V(u') = exp{ - ( au",  I I " f (u ' )  > - ½l I I " f (u" ) l  2 
+ log {det [( I  + (A") -1 Df (u" ) ]  } }. (3.18) 
The remaining problem is to check the convergence of 7(u") as m ~ ~.  In (3.18), 
u" is vu--Gaussian and then for u m process, the property (3.7) holds, i.e., 
u" ~ u strongly in V and v-a.s. (3.19) 
Then, from (A3)', i.e., SUpx~, Id f (x ) /dx l  < const., we have for ~b e V 
f(~b) e V. (3.20) 
Hence, 
(Au ' ,  H" f (um)> ~ (Au , f (u ) )  v-a.s., as m ---, oo (3.21) 
and 
½lf(u") l  z ~½1f (u) l  z v-a.s., as m ~ ~.  (3.22) 
We must check the convergence of the det{!  + (A ' ) -  1 Dr (u ' )}  term, as m ~ ~.  
It is easy to show that 
(Am) -1Df (u  m) ~ A 1 Dr(u)  strongly in £~'1(H; H) and v-a.s., as m ~ ~.  
(3.23) 
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Hence, from the fact that t r [A  ~Df (u) ]  < oc a.s., we find that 
det { I + (A")- ~ Df (u  m) } converges to a nonzero value. The original proof for a more 
abstract situation can be found in Kuo (1971). This completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 3.2. For any deterministic v • {v • DI ( A49, Av ) < oc for every 49 • VI, 
p{lu - Vlv _< e} = E~.{exp{ - <A(ft + v),f(ti + v)) - l l f (~  + v)l z 
-- <Aft, Av> -- ½lAy[ 2 + log[det{ l  + A -x Df( f t  + v)}] }l 
I ftl,,-< e,}. (3.24) 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we have 
p{ Ju - v Iv -< e} = E,° {exp{ - (A(u),f(u)> - ½ IJ(u)l 2 
+ log[det{ l  + A-~Df (u)}]}[}u-  v]v <- ~}. (3.25) 
oo for every 49 • V, for the transformation u - v = ~, we have From ( A49, Av ) < 
dv~ = exp{-  <Aft, Av) - ½lAvl2}. (3.26) 
dv~ 
Hence, (3.25) leads to (3.24). [] 
Theorem 3.3. For v • D and u (solution of(22s)), we have 
lim p{[u -  V[v < e} = exp{ - L(v)} (3.27) 
~-ov{lA tn lv<e} 
where 
L(v) = <Av,f(v)) + ½1f(v)l 2 + ½1avl 2 - log[det{( l  + A -~ Df (v) )}] .  (3.28) 
Proof. First, we determine the sequence vk• {vk•Dl(A49, Av k) < oo for every 
49 • V} with v ~ ~ v strongly in D(A). Then, for v k, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
lim p{ lu - Vklw < e} 
~0 V{ [ftlV --< e} = exp{ -- L(vk)}. (3.29) 
Hence, we can take the limit in (3.29) as k ~ 3o. Noting that ft = A in, (3.28) 
follows. [] 
Remark 3.1. From (3.27), we can evaluate the most probable deterministic path to 
u such that for two processes vt and v2 • D 
l im#{ {u-  Vtlv _< e} = lim p{lu--vl!v--<--e}v{lA-ln]v <- e} 
~.o#{lu  V2lv-<~} ~ov{ lA  - ~ - '  - -  - - -nlv<-~}~{lu-v2lv<-, :} 
= exp{ - L(v~)+ L(v2) }. (3.30) 
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4. Nonlinear smoothing 
Consider a distributed observation mechanism of the form 
y=u+no inG, (4.1) 
where u is a solution of Zs and no is a finitely additive white noise in H, independent of 
n. We denote the canonical sample space for the system state by V with a-field d and 
the measure /~. The observation oise no is defined in (H, Cg, m) where m is the 
canonical Gauss measure. To make (4.1) meaningful, u and no should be defined in 
a single probability space. To this end, define 
E=HxV and ~-= UCgpQd,  
Pet~ 
where %, ® d is the usual product a-field and P e ~ = the class of projection on 
H with finite dimensional range. For P e ~, let ~p be the usual product of m restricted 
to cgp and/~. It is easy to see that the ~p's determine a finitely additive probability on 
such that ~ = ~p on cg e ® d .  
The basic result in signal estimation is the white noise version of the Kall ianpur- 
Striebel formula in Kallianpur and Karandikar (1988). 
Proposition 4.1. For any g integrable on (V,/~), 
E,{g(u) ly}  = E~,{g(u)exp{ - ½1ul 2 + (u,y)}} 
E,{exp( - ½ lul z + (u, y)}} 
and the likelihood functional RN(y) is given by 
RN(y) = E, {exp{ - ½1ul 2 + (u, y)}}. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
For a linear system, we can derive the explicit form of smoother from (4.2). For 
nonlinear systems, however, it is impossible to have an exact form of smoother. In this 
paper we try to derive a smoother by maximizing a modified likelihood functional 
with the aid of results derived in the previous section. 
The likelihood functional RN(y) is modified by 
RN~(v,y) = E~{exp( - ½]u[ 2 + (u, y)[lu - vlv __% ~} (4.4) 
for v e D(A). Applying Theorem 3.3, we have 
lim RN~(v,y) 
~o/~{[a -~n ]v < e} - exp{ - L(v ) -  ½Iv] 2 + (v, y)}. (4.5) 
We call the right-hand side of (4.5) the modified likelihood functional, which is 
denoted by MRN(v, y), because of the fact that 
lim RN~(vl,y) _ lira RN,(vl,y)/t~{ IA-lnl z < e} _ MRN(v l ,y )  (4.6) 
~o  RN~(v2,y) ~o RN~(v2,y) / la{~zi~ £<- e.} MRY(vz,y)"  
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Hence, the nonlinear smoothing problem is to seek an optimal v°•  D(A)  which 
maximizes the cost MRN(v, y) with respect to v • D(A). This optimization problem is 
equivalent to 
v ° = argmax {MRN(v, y)} 
v~D 
= argmin { - log MRN(v, y)} 
t,~D 
= argmin {½lAY +f (v ) l  2 + ½Iv[ - (v ,y ) -  logedet{(l + A-A Df(v))}]} 
rED 
=argmin{½lAv+f(v) l  2+½1v-y l  2-1ogFdet{( l+A -1Df(v))}]}. (4.7) 
rED 
Moreover, the optimization problem (4.7) is converted into the following optimal 
control problem: 
f System model for # • H 
Av + f (v )  = g, 
S, o • 
Cost functional 
J (9) = ½[9[ 2 + ½Iv- yl z - log{det [ l  + A-1Df(v)]}. 
For formulating the above optimization problem, we need the following restriction: 
(Ack, f ($))  > - C(1 + [Aqg[ + [f(q~)[) for every q~ • D(A), and some C > 0. 
Lemma 4.1. Under all the assumptions tated above, Av + f (v )= # has a unique 
solution in D(A). 
Proof. See Barbu (1983, p. 42). [] 
For further development, we assume 
(A6) f • C 2 and supx~n, Id2f(x)/dx21 < const. 
Lemma 4.2. For 8v ~ H, 
lim 1 {log[det{l + A -1 Df(v  + eSv}] - log[det{I + A ' Df(v)}] } 
d2f(v) 1), 1 df(v) I ei , 
= e i~(  - A- I + A dv 
where { ei } is an orthonormal basis in H. 
Proof. From the definition of det {. }, we have 
det{[l  + A-IDf(v)]} = f i  (ei + d./(v) A 1 
i=1 \ dv 
(4.8) 
- -e l ,e l ) .  (4.9) 
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Noting that the nonlinear function is monotone, we find that df(x)/dx > 0 Vx ~ R 1. 
Then, from (A6) we have 
. 1, (det [ l+A- IDf (v+¢Sv) ] '~  
lm - ~og ~ . . . . . .  i- - -  -- - -  ? 
~-o e ( det[ l  + A- Df(v)]  ) 
(A-l(d2f(v)/dv2)8vel,el) 
,=,L ~ + ~ Z ~ d  ~ 
( ~ ( d f ( v )  ) ) -1  = 8v, ~ ei dzf(v) A -1 ~--V2 ( - -  A - l )  * I + I e, . [] (4.10) 
i=1 dv 
Proposition 4.2. The map g ~ v(g) is strongly continuous from H into V. 
Proof. Let g" be a weakly convergence s quence in H converging to g. Noting that the 
injection from H into V' is Hilbert-Schmidt, we have 
g" ~ g strongly in V'. 
With the aid of the monotone property off, it is easy to show that 
I v (g ' )  - v(g")l~ <- C Ig ~ - g"lL. 
Hence 
lim v(g") = v (a solution of system state 2;o) strongly in V. [] 
n--+ go 
Theorem 4.1. There exists at least one optimal control g° for minimizing the cost J(g). 
Proof. Let d=inf{J(g);  g eH}.  From the assumption (A3)', we find that 
]log { det [-(I + A- 1Df)]  } I -< const, for every v ~ H. Hence, we have - ~ < d < ~.  
Now let {g"} be such that 
d < J(g") < d + 1/n. 
Noting that J(g) is a quadratic form with respect o g, we find that gn is weakly 
compact in H. Hence from Proposition 4.2 we can extract a subsequence (which is still 
denoted by v n) such that 
g"~g*  weakly in H, 
v"~ v* strongly in V. 
Hence, the first and second terms of the cost J are quadratic and the last term log{. } 
is continuous in V by Lemma 4.2, so that 
J(g*) ---- ½1g*l 2 + ½Iv* - yl 2 - log{det[I  + A-XDf(v*)]} = d. 
In other words, g* is an optimal control g °. [] 
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Theorem 4.2. The optimal control gO is given by 
gO = _ p, 
where 
df(v°) ~b) P, ~¢ + 
=(v° -Y ' (b ) - (  ~ 
d2f(v °) 
dv o2 
for every ~b e D, and v ° = v(g°). 
(4.11) 
Proof. We can directly apply the optimal control theory for the deterministic elliptic 
nonlinear systems tudied by Lions (1969) and Barbu (1983). 
Defining 
and 
! 
8v = limZ(v(g ° + eSg)-- v(g°)), 59 e l l ,  (4.13) 
~0 /3 
we have 
df(v  °) 
ASv + ~ S v  = SO, 
1 
8J(g °) = lira L(j(gO +/38g) -  j(gO)) 
~0 /3 
=(g° ,gg)+(v° -y ,  gv) -  ~, ei d2f(v°)" A - l )  * 
dv o I el, By . (4.15) 
Then, in (4.12) setting 4 = By, we have 
p, ASv+~f i -vO 8v =(v  ° -y ,Sv)  
- i= le i  dvO2 ( -A -  I+A - - Idv  o el, By . (4.16) 
Further, it follows from (4.14) that 
A Sv + ~ 8v, p = (gg, p). (4.17) 
Hence, from (4.16) and (4.17), we have gJ(g °) = (go + p, 8g). This implies (4.11) using 
(4.12). [] 
(4.14) 
(4.12) 
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Proposition 4.3. The exact form of the optimal smoother is given by 
( Av °+f (v  ° )= - A * + ~ I  (v ° -y )  
1), )! el -- ~e i  ~ ( - -A -  I+A - l  , 
i=1  
where e~ is an orthonormal basis in H. 
This proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2. 
(4.18) 
5. An example and differential operator representation of the smoother 
Physical examples of the nonlinear elliptic systems are often found in the free 
boundary problem (Lions, 1969; Barbu, 1983). Here we consider a simple obstacle, i.e., 
the system u has a constraint "u > 0". It is well known that such an obstacle problem 
can be formulated as a nonlinear system, although this nonlinearity does not have the 
regularity property stated in (A6). Usually for studying this problem, the regulariz- 
ation and penalization techniques are used to convert the original problem into 
a regular one. Considering the system 2;e again with the constraint "u > 0" and using 
the regularization method in Lions (1969), the nonlinear function f i s  given by 
{ 0 for u>_0, 1 3 fo r -6_<u_<O,  (5.1) 6 1 2 -~u2-~u-~6 for u_< -6 ,  
where 6 > 0. (Taking a limit as 6 ~ 0, we can formulate the original problem as the 
stochastic variational inequality. Here we do not discuss such a problem.) 
We must check all the assumptions stated previously. It is sufficient o consider 
(A3), (A5) and (A6). From (5.1), we get 
du u 2 for -6<u_<0,  (5.2) 
6 
-u -~ for u< -6 ,  
and hence d f/du > O. Furthermore 
0 for u>0,  
d2 f_  
u for -6<u<0,  
du 2 - _ _ 
- 1 for u< -b  
(5.3) 
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and we have sup [dZf/du2h< 1. The remaining problem is to check the assumption 
(A5). From (2.1), integrating by parts, we have 
f~ O~p ~f(dp) dx (Aq~,f(~)) = a c~x 0~-~ 
f l  (<?4)~z df(<P) =a \~x/  ~-dx  
_> 0 (from 5.2)). (5.4) 
Then, the system 2e with the nonlinear function f given by (5.1) satisfies all the 
assumptions stated in this paper. 
For realizing the smoother by using a digital computer, the adjoint form given in 
Theorem 4,2 is more convenient than the explicit form (4.18). Set 
= ei dvO2 ( -A  - l  I+  dv o I ei • (5.5) 
i= l  
Then, from Theorem 4.2, the optimal smoother can be represented as the following 
differential forms: 
d2v ° (x) 
a dx 2 +f (v  ° )= -p (x )  fo rx6]0 ,1 [ ,  
v°(0) = v°(1) = 0 (5.6) 
and 
d2p(x) . df(v °) , , 
- a~5--x2 + ~-vo PtX ) = v°(x) - y(x) - q(x) for x e l0 ,  1[, 
p(O) = p(1) = O. 
At present we cannot obtain the exact differential form of q(x). 
(5.7) 
6. Conclusions 
Stochastic nonlinear elliptic systems with white noise disturbances are formulated 
and the related Onsager-Machlup function is derived. The nonlinear smoothing 
problem is solved by maximizing the modified likelihood functional related to the 
Onsager-Machlup function. It is possible to generalize the situation considered here 
to the stochastic variational inequality case. In this case, the final optimization 
problem becomes very complicated and the smoothing equation cannot be explicitly 
obtained. 
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